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How an Obsession with SAFETY Leads to Mental Illness & Tyranny - Academy of Ideas

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video below, >nance expert Catherine Austin Fitts, Polly Tommey and Carolyn Betts

interview investigative journalist Corey Lynn, who runs a blog called “Corey’s Digs.” She’s also the

author of “Global Landscape on Vaccine ID Passports,” available from her website.

In this interview, Lynn discusses how psychological obedience training is being used to control

the global population from cradle to grave. She reviews programs that mine your personal data

and indoctrinate users to become reliant on digital currency, and offers practical advice for those

who recognize the dangers and want to break free.

As noted by Tommey, the technocratic elite are after our children, and they’re using a variety of

psychological tools to shape and mold them into obedient and clueless serfs. The more we know

about their strategies, the better we can protect our children from these predators.

What the Infrastructure Bill Is Actually Funding

Lynn starts off with a potent example of how the U.S. government is using our own money to

build the prison walls around us. The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (HR 3684) was

passed by Congress and signed by President Biden in November 2021.

This $1.2 trillion spending bill includes a number of questionable and outright nefarious

allocations. Importantly, this bill grants control over what and when you drive to the

transportation system. It will control the type of vehicle you can use and when you can drive, Lynn

explains.

“ Our taxpayer dollars are going to build our
control grid. ~ Corey Lynn”

It will control the vehicle-to-grid 5G technology and its kill switches (which will be built in). The

bill also includes an integrated payment system and a per-mile driving fee. Twenty-seven pilot

programs are also listed that will given them even more control over your transportation in the

future.

As noted by Lynn, “Our taxpayer dollars are going to build our control grid.” For more information,

see her article, “A Clearer Breakdown of What This Infrastructure Bill Is Really Funding.”

Social Emotional Learning Is Programming

The effort to control you starts from birth. Lynn reviews the use of social emotional learning

(SEL), which uses the relabeling and changing of words to alter our perception of reality and mold

children’s beliefs and behaviors.

“The Department of Education was created in 1979, and ever since then, they've been

building up to Common Core, building in all these Marxist agendas and pulling in critical

race theory (CRT),” Lynn says.

“It's a psychological agenda. It's not a single curriculum. This is [about] ideologies and

behaviors and thought processes, it's obedience training and conditioning that starts in

preschool, and it's embedded throughout the day. So, it's a whole mind control system.

They're creating what the World Economic Forum (WEF) likes to refer to as digital

citizens, for the future workforce, and so they're bringing in all this ed-tech and doing

massive data mining. We have statewide longitudinal data systems that are tracking

behavior ...

In 2016, they started kicking billions of dollars into this ... and then they started pulling in

legislation. And while COVID is going on, they say, ‘Well, we really need to step this up, we

need to pour more money into this because of the mental health and well being of

children.’

And so, they are molding the children, they're building their social scores ... and then

they're bringing it into parents. They're saying we need to teach the parents too, so the

parents can help train the kids. And they're bringing it into businesses ... This is a major

psychological obedience training to lead to AI.

This is an excerpt from ‘Dreaming the Future of Health for the Next 100 Years,’ a 2013

white paper from the Global Health Summit that was funded by the Rockefeller

Foundation:

‘We will interact more with arti`cial intelligence. The use of robotics [and] bioengineering

to augment human functioning is already well underway and will advance. Reengineering

of humans into potentially separate and unequal forms through genetic engineering or

mixed human robots raises debates on ethics and equality.

A new demography is projected to emerge after 2030 of technologies, robotics, genetic

engineering, nanotechnology, producing robots, engineered organisms, nanobots and

arti`cial intelligence that can self replicate. Debates will grow on the implications of an

impending reality of human-designed life.’

So, this, this is where this is all heading ... It’s in 110 countries, it's all over the US. It's in

most schools, and they're starting in preschool. This is what you're dealing with. So, when

you're considering homeschooling, I just want people to understand what they're up

against, and what they need to weed out. It's more than just the school board. There are a

lot of parts going on here.”

Already, there are several companies that collect and analyze your child’s personal data to build

their social credit score. In the beginning, the data collection was fairly generic, such as age,

demographics and grades, but now they’ve started to collect behavioral information as well, such

as scienti>c literacy, ICT literacy, >nancial literacy, cultural and civic literacy.

They also collect data on competencies such as critical thinking skills, problem solving, creativity,

communication and collaboration, plus character qualities such as curiosity, initiative,

persistence, grit, adaptability, leadership, social and cultural awareness. You can learn more

about all of this in Lynn’s nine-part series, the “2030 Psychological Agenda.”

They’re Teaching Children To Be Nice but Stupid

Another important point made by Austin Fitts is that many of the “improvements” in education

have been designed to make children less knowledgeable. For example, Common Core “is

designed to make you phenomenally ignorant of math, and very obedient and easy to control,”

she says, adding:

“I used to have a dental surgeon who, all he wanted to talk about was how furious he was

at the schools. He said his kids had been taught that if they were going to get together

and design a bridge, it was more important that they get along than they use the right

number for Pi. As long as they got along, it was okay if the bridge fell down.”

Financial apps aimed at children are another form of programming. For example, the FinTech app

“Greenlight,” advertised as a debit card for kids and teens, is >nanced by players such as Wells

Fargo, JP Morgan, Chase and Amazon. Lynn explains:

“On the surface, this may look great. Parents can help their children understand

investing, how to save money and whatnot. But when you start looking at the investors ...

and where this is really going, what they're doing is programming. They say this is

created by families, for families, even though there are 29 big investors in this ...

They're saying this is to help for parents to raise `nancially smart kids. So, what they do

is, the [parents] pay them their allowance, or they pay them for chores. It goes through a

little MasterCard Greenlight card that then goes into the bank ... and then they can

control their spending. So, it's teaching them about getting involved in the banking

system digitally.”

Of course, we now know that the globalist elite are planning to roll out a programmable central

bank digital currency (CBDC), with which they’ll be able to control how, where and when you

spend your own money. So, “Greenlight” is basically teaching children to see this system as

completely normal. As noted by Austin Fitts, “They're getting groomed to plug into a system

which will be centrally controlled.”

How to Break the Indoctrination Schedule

Parents who are waking up to the nightmare planned for their children by the WEF and its allies

are now starting to >ght back. Here are a few key things parents need to do to protect their young

children from the indoctrination currently trying to swallow their children:

Homeschool your children. Some parents are starting their own schools, educating >ve or six

children

Get your children out in nature as much as possible

Eliminate mindless TV watching and cell phone use

Be a role model for your children. That means modeling appropriate use of television and

technologies such as computers, cell phones and social media

Minimizing your cell phone use, to whatever extent possible, is one thing everyone can do. Lynn

says:

“I truly believe that if we ditch [our cell phones], if 50% of the population ditched them,

that would put a major crushing to their agenda, on most of what they're rolling out.

There’s geofencing on phones. Everywhere you go, you're being tracked ... You don't even

have to be on the phone. It could just be in your pocket, it can be in your car.

They're constantly aggregating data from us so they can then use it against us, and ...

they have the ability to target us on an individual basis. They track everything we do on

the internet as well. When I go on walks with my dog, I don't bring my phone with me ...

Anywhere I go, I leave the phone at home, or I leave it in the car.”

If we do nothing to change our technology-addicted lifestyles, what will happen to us in 10 years’

time? Where will we be? Austin Fitts is convinced we’ll all be slaves — literally enslaved by the

technology that is tracking and analyzing us every moment. Decisions will be made for us by AI,

based on our social credit scores.

Children may even be taken from their families at a young age and brought up in facilities where

their upbringing and behavior can be controlled. “Parents will have no authority over their children

and the children ... their bodies and their minds, will be used to prototype all sorts of

transhumanism,” Austin Fitts says.

Understand the End Game and Do Not Comply

There’s really only one way to prevent the transhumanist, centrally controlled authoritarian regime

from getting a foothold: Do not comply. We have to say no to all of their schemes. If you do

comply, understand that you are erecting your own prison walls, and that of your children, with

every data point you let them have.

“It's all under the guise of convenience,” Lynn says. “Going back to cell phones, and

technology in general ... People need to start seeing these things for what they are. And

instead of looking at it and immediately going, ‘Oh, this is great, oh, this is so convenient,

oh, this is going to save me time,’ they need to stop and take a look at who the company

is.

Who's behind it? Dig around in their website, see who the leadership is, see who the

investors are ... and just understand their ultimate end game. So when they're throwing

these things out there, with all their huff and pizzazz, you don't take the bait. They're

trapping you into more and more control over you.”

The Planned Takeover of Your Bank Account

Also, consider using cash as much as possible, and move your money out of the big banks, as

they too are part of the control system. Lynn explains:

“I got out of mine about a year ago, and I wasn't even in one of the biggest, worst ones.

But I started noticing that they were categorizing my spending. I'm like, ‘What is this?’ All

of a sudden, it's showing my grocery shopping and restaurant and health care?

I tell people go into your bank right now, look at the categorizing that's happening. They're

already getting the infrastructure set up to control spending by categorizing it all. It's not

for your convenience, so you can better budget and see how you're spending your

money.”

For more information about this, see Lynn’s article, “Financial Takeover and Your Bank Account —

BlackRock, Envestnet/Yodlee, and The Federal Reserve.”  The short video above also

summarizes the most important points of that article.

One important point highlighted by Austin Fitts is that banks can store their data on the bank

server or the provider server. Austin Fitts says, “You want to call them and make sure the bank is

keeping the data on their server, because you did not give permission for all of that data to be

shared with the provider.” Having the data stored on the bank server helps protect against this

malicious data harvesting.

In closing, I urge you to listen to the featured interview, as I’ve only summarized some of the key

points here. In it, they review and discuss several signs, things that are happening now, that

clearly illustrate where we’re headed.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,160 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Humanity is ruled by globalist elites that mark a fascist state that classi>es the good and trustworthy from the "bad" deserving of

punishment. It's the world upside down to achieve the WEF's goals with the Great Reset. The media is a pandemic of disinformation, in

its support of the psychosis of mass formation. The technology that Orwell is established by authoritarian governments that obey the

slogans of the globalist elites are steps already taken by China and now emerge strongly in the US and in the world. Passports,

surveillance cameras, microchip implants are part of a transhumanist world where robotics, genetic engineering, nanotechnology,

modi>ed organisms, nanobots and arti>cial intelligence will form part of a humanity that has lost its essence, the soul, the essential

spirit of human being.

It is the total control that begins in schools where children learn to be dependent on a ruled world to create submission to the wishes of

the globalist elite. When the decision is between going on just to get along or challenging the system and risking it all, many choose the

former. With the Social Credit they will expose themselves to being expelled from their profession and their belongings with only a

camera to monitor their actions. dailysceptic.org/2022/02/20/scientists-reluctant-to-study-vaccine-side..  (02/20/2022) We have been

robbed of the freedom to move freely, we are cornered by laws, >nes and sanctions that regulate and restrict our autonomy, and

surveillance cameras.

We have lost property interests in our homes and our bodies, there can be no such freedom when the government can seize your

property, raid your home and dictate what to do with your bodies, By gradually curtailing freedom of speech, assembly, privacy, etc.), the

government has freed itself from its contractual agreement to respect the constitutional rights of the citizenry that would protect us

from the long arm of government.
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Privacy, freedom and democracy are lost with the ignorance of people and submission to the tyranny of authority. The culprits of

this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a psychological

strategy to convince people of the goodness of being controlled as a previous step of a total mental control of people on their

way to the Great Reset. Those of us who seek the "truth" still have this ability to think for ourselves and >nd information that

points the way to true science and freedom. WITH WORLD LEADERS LIKE THESE, WHO NEEDS ENEMIES? Robert W Malone MD.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../sunday-strip-887 (02/27/20022)

It's not about rational thought, it's about fear nooding your feelings based on misinformation. At the link to illustrate what is

happening in modern psychological operations run by governments, global forums such as the UN and WHO, and the WEF.

Hitler's Basic Principles against us and, in particular, have been used against "anti-vaccine" doctors, scientists and lawyers who

have spoken ot against the totalitarian practices of Western governments, the CDC and the narratives approved by the WHO.

PROPAGANDA, CORPORATISM, AND THE HIDDEN GLOBAL COUP

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/propaganda-corporatism-and-the-hidden (02/28/2022)
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Parents Beware: They’re After Your Children
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Psychological obedience training is being used to control the global population, from cradle to grave. The technocratic elite are after our

children, and they’re using a variety of psychological tools to shape and mold them. The more we know about their strategies, the better we

can protect ourselves and our children from these predators

)

The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (HR 3684) grants control over what and when you drive to the transportation system. It will

control the type of vehicle you can use and when you can drive. It will control the vehicle-to-grid 5G technology and its kill switches (which

will be built in). The bill also includes an integrated payment system and a per-mile driving fee

)

The effort to control you starts from birth. Social emotional learning (SEL) is a programming effort that uses the relabeling and changing of

words to alter perception of reality and mold children’s beliefs and behaviors

)

Companies are collecting and analyzing your child’s personal data to build their social credit score. In addition to demographics and grades,

the data collection also includes behavioral information, such as scienti>c, >nancial, cultural and civic literacy, and competencies such as

critical thinking skills, problem solving, creativity, communication and collaboration, plus character qualities such as curiosity, initiative,

persistence, grit, adaptability, leadership, social and cultural awareness

)

Unless we refuse to comply or participate, our social credit scores and climate scores will soon dictate everything we can and cannot do in

life

)
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Thanks prof GUI. But what is solution? How to stop this?  * * * The European Union (EU) is working to massively expand online

censorship, strictly regulate speech during times of "crisis" and restrict online anonymity through digital passports. Hillary

Clinton and Barack Obama both lobbied for the EU to back the censorship bill known as the Digital Services Act on Thursday:

www.informationliberation.com  The QR code in combination with the European Digital Identity (EDI) will soon become the

central benchmark to which everything will be linked. This will also be your ID, your driver's license, your medical >le and your

vaccination certi>cate, your internet behavior and energy use, digital money account.

A huge disaster for your privacy, but the ultimate wet dream of a government that strives for totalitarian control.  In addition, just

about all your data will be linked to this. So what data should you think about? Think of your insurance, credit details, tax returns,

groceries, travel data, digital currency, basic income, CO2 budget and perhaps most importantly: your internet behavior. Your

internet behavior can perfectly tell whether you have been a good citizen in their eyes! A social credit system has been active in

China since 2014.

Every citizen is given a score based on his/her behavior. Everyone's score is publicly known, as are the consequences of a too

low score. Undesirable behavior according to the Chinese communist government can lead to being banned from a job, a house,

a loan, or from public transport and air traqc.  In China, your internet behavior is also very important for your score. Are you

publicly against lockdowns? Bad news for your score. Do you often read articles that are critical of government policy? Even then

your score will go down.
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All already too big, too invasive, too innuential, too dictatorial, all before the Tech Monopoly data mining. Get us while we're

young, keep us hurried and harried so we can ignore the minor conveniences potential to be major pains in the *#@ so we will be

unable to function without them, once enough other ways to do things are forgotten. A long complaint of school curriculum is the

young are not taught how to think to get right answers but taught we are to deliver the expected answer. With One Size Will Fit

All, if we don't, we won't be allowed to >t in anywhere. Why build a better mousetrap when Mousetrap Monopoly has us all either

boxed in or boxed out? This piece is very welcomed, thank you Doc & Staff.

There so many ways to disconnect from feeding the Beast. Very few posts yet this morning and already great ideas to disconnect

or what to watch out for presented. Anyone who has no desire to be a shell, a non-person, a non-you, to watch for your

commands of the day to "Earn" your daily portion of >sh heads and rice, speak up with ways to disconnect, yet we can still

function in healthy sane ways. Nothing good is coming from the top down. They're already pushing the notion of a universal

vaccine. Great huh? Looks like a basic template to avoid all the pesky safety research & studies and they just add whatever extra

ingredient they want. Not sure, see it in passing.
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Great thoughts, Gui. Covid is the impetus for everything that follows. It is a "test run" to determine just how compliant the zombie

masses are...now they know! People have already created their own psychological prison, by wearing the stupid, useless mask,

everywhere they go, on their own volition! I've urged countless people to go to the WEF website and read and that they don't even

try to hide their agendas. Those people simply are not interested! David sent me some info last night and I found this:

americanmilitarynews.com/2022/04/biden-dhs-creates-new-board-to-police..
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Time to form militias!
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Thank you PETE, JUST, RANDY & NADINE for your very interesting comments. The world is entering into absolute tyranny with

the digital control that intends to govern humanity from the purpose of the Great Reset. As Dr. Mercola published, digital vaccine

passports pave the way for unprecedented surveillance capitalism. , it is sold to the public as the key point of access to

government services, but also tracks users' geolocation, employment and purchasing habits. The “titans of global capitalism” are

now exploiting the COVID-19 pandemic to roll out these kinds of social credit-style digital ID systems across the Western world.

These biometric identi>cation systems aim to allow private companies to bene>t from your personal data.

A biometric identi>cation system will allow them to sell and bene>t from your >ngerprints, iris and face, along with all the data

that is linked to you, from medical and employment data to social and >nancial services. The US is following China's lead where

the Chinese are already subject to heavy censorship, with sites like Facebook and Twitter blocked there and personal message

communications also censored. They regularly remove and block internet content that they don't want their citizens to read or

discuss. The facial scanning regulation for phone purchases is just the latest component of the social credit system used in

China.

This system records the actions of citizens and gives them a score depending on how well they adhere to the laws and customs

of the communist country. Those with a low social credit score may be barred from using public transportation, lose internet

access, or see their children banned from better schools. https://youtu.be/PxvNzzgoJX8

 | www.wakingtimes.com/chinese-citizens-will-have-to-get-their-faces-scan..

 | qz.com/1720832/china-introduces-facial-recognition-step-to-get-new-mob..
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We have the government coming up with a new plan to make it even easier for their agents to seize Americans' bank accounts. In

an Executive Order issued on March 9, 2022, President Biden called on the federal government to consider establishing a "U.S.

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)". If adopted, CBDCs would be issued by the Federal Reserve, the US government's central

banking system. One digital CBDC dollar would be equal to the value of one physical dollar. And just like the physical dollar,

which ceased to be backed by gold more than 50 years ago, CBDC would be considered a government-issued >at currency that is

backed by the strength and credit of the US government. That's right. how the government operates: giving us tools to make our

lives “easier” while, in the process, making it easier for the government to track, control and punish citizens.

In fact, this switch to a digital currency is a global trend. More than 100 countries are considering introducing their own digital

currencies. Inevitably, a digital currency will become part of our economy and a central part of government surveillance efforts.

Combine that with ESG (environmental, social, and governance) initiatives that amount to social media credit scores for

corporations, and you'll >nd we're walking the same path as China toward digital authoritarianism. As journalist Jon Brookin

warns: “Digital currency issued by a central bank can be used as a tool for government surveillance of citizens and control of

their >nancial transactions”. www.thedailybell.com/all-articles/news-analysis/digital-tyranny-beware..  (03/15/2022)

www.wired.com/story/new-digital-dollar-could-shake-us->nancial-system..  (03/18/2022)
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The UK government is going ahead with the planned launch of a nationwide digital ID system. It will kick off this month with the

launch of a system to verify digital IDs and a portal where uploaded credentials can be easily accessed. The British government

will launch an online portal where all citizens' credentials are accessible to "trusted organisations"

surveillance.news/2022-04-01-uk-pushes-digital-id-with-veri>cation-te..  (04/01/2022)

reclaimthenet.org/uk-to-launch-new-digital-id-veri>cation-technology/  (03/29/2022) In the United States, free speech is now

classi>ed as a threat to democracy. A recent DHS announcement associates all dissent from oqcial narratives with "ideological

beliefs and personal grievances that pose a constant threat to the nation."

The ruling elite is very concerned that they are losing public support. The US DHS is creating with its own disinformation a legal

framework to prosecute or hold inde>nite detention any and all people who confront oqcial lies with the truth. Misinformation

that sows discord and undermines public con>dence in the government includes allegations of voter fraud. DHS adds airline

warnings about 5G cellular technology to massive archive of dangerous speech. The establishment is going to use force to

protect their lies. The day the PATRIOT Act was passed marked America's turn toward tyranny.

www.globalresearch.ca/.../5769940 (09/02/2022)
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DHS means more control, more loss of freedoms. More fascism. Link to the center of digital hate and all the maneuvers that the

globalist elite is creating to align people on the path of the Great Reset. Extremist language seeks channels to silence critical

thinking, to silence the truth of science and to cover up unlimited tyranny.

www.globalresearch.ca/disagree-government-policy-homeland-security-say..  (02/14/2022) DHS spied on Americans and

collected their >nancial information in bulk: US Senator A US senator alleges that the Department of Homeland Security has

massively collected >nancial information on Americans and most likely in violation of privacy laws and the Constitution.

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) revealed the existence of the DHS >nancial surveillance program in a March 8 letter to the agency's

inspector general in which he also called for an investigation into the previously unknown activity. The Oregon Democrat said he

recently learned that a DHS law enforcement component, Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), was operating a "massive,

indiscriminate surveillance program that swept millions of >nancial records on Americans."

surveillance.news/2022-03-26-dhs-spied-on-americans-collected->nancia..  (03/26/2022)
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Gui, thanks for the background information and links. Today I have two among many things to be thankful for. First I am thankful

that I went to a grade school in the 1940s in West Virginia where we were taught to think for ourselves. At the time I didn't like

that school because we had to make a long walk across a cold snow covered >eld to share a 3 seater outhouse. It was burr.

Second I am thankful for having lived a full life and have no concern for what's next as I live in the moment. It is easier for me to

say than all of you younger folks cause you got a lot of life ahead and a lot of "worries" and that is sad. Just don't comply. It can

be done. Walk away from the life the globalists are forcing on you. They may never stop trying to control everyone and everything

so just look at it as something you have to deal with like an encroaching enemy that is so incompetent, so psychopathic, so

sociopathic, so without empathy, and just scum of the earth.
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Judah Maccabee stood against globalism. He led a revolt against the Seleucid Empire (167-160 BCE). Details:

www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/4194906/jewish/Judah-the-Maccab..
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Guillermou, and everyone else: Please distinguish between the INTENTIONS and open plans of the Cabal (to enslave us

electronically, turning us into robots)  versus What is actually HAPPENING overall. Over half of us are conforming to a lot of it but

a huge slice are working hard to starve the beast by our own actions, and to inform others. Millions and millions are waking

up--and that is not a single instant, that is a process. I think the wicked ones are losing. Given the urgency of the situation and

the intensity of evil, it is extremely important that we do all we can to ">ght" back and inform others.

I put ">ght" into quotes because the effort must be intense but it MUST NOT attack bodies. The Cabal has planned for us to get

physical and can use that to THEIR advantage. Indeed, they have worked very hard to repeat January 6. I am amazed how wise

and wary the Patriots have been. But we seek Truth, and GOD is Truth, and we have become towering giants of faith and we ask

God for wisdom and He gives it to us!
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I knew there was a problem 20yrs ago when I found it diqcult to override what the teachers taught my daughter in elementary school.

 Being a "deplorable reprobate" myself, public school held no power over me. So anyway I continued to question her instructors up and

through nursing school. I'd contradict many of their teachings which produced a quizzical look on her face like she'd just been smacked

with a board. Only after I demonstrated the truth 50 different ways did she begin to question the supposed authority of her professors.

Now she regularly corrects the doctors, points out errors in their approaches and procedures, and gains great respect every time she

saves another life.
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Randall congratulations to you and your dear daughter, for having educated your daughter against the threats of a School ruled

by ideas interested in unethical principles. The family is vital both for society and for the development of the human being.

Education is the primary task of the family, and above all very important in an academic and social context such as the one we

are experiencing. The family is for the child the >rst transmitter of cultural guidelines and his >rst agent of socialization. The >rst

responsible for the education of children are the parents, the family is the >rst context where we come into contact with the

world, which transmits to the child its habits, its customs, its patterns of cultural transmission.

PARENTS ARE WATCHING. PROTECT THE CHILDREN. Take Action: Four Ways to Get Involved. We have four different ways to

express your opposition to the FDA in potentially granting Emergency Use Authorization to P>zer’s vaccine for this younger age

group. This also bolsters efforts to educate friends, family, and people in your community that will extend beyond the next

meeting no matter the outcome. childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/protect-..  (04/01/2022)
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Thanks Gui, I look at that as the other half of a kid's genetic inheritance. You can look at the parents and tell whether family

wisdom was passed along to their children...why second and third generations generally succeed or struggle in ignorance. Diets,

habits, skills, general attitudes and even bacterial biomes are inheritable as is stupidity.
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We who are raising these generations must arm ourselves with the truth so we can teach it to our children. Too many parents

have given children over to others because it is so much easier. We want the rich life with nothing but fun, no reaponsibilities.

Thank you for teaching your daughter the truth and to think for herself.
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"...our social credit scores and climate scores will soon dictate everything we can and cannot do in life." No way. Do not comply.
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A World of Lies, Collusion and Conspiracy: And how to see past it. by Michael Ogden, April 12, 2022. "A book about the real world

hidden in plain sight behind a grand facade of emotional rhetoric, spurious distractions and contemptuous ridicule. Most people

are living in Plato's cave and mistake the shadows around us for reality when, in fact, they have been put there to keep us divided

in our paddocks of acceptable group-think. The sooner we realize what is going on the sooner we can escape the fate that awaits

us - a global >nancial reset, food shortages, mass protests, more bombings, shootings and pandemics. We are being herded

towards a new world order in which tyrannical world government controls everything and speaking truth will soon become a

'crime against humanity'." All I am saying is give wake-up a chance. Do Not Comply Under Any and All Circumstances!!!
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What a great truth OTIS: “Most people are living in Plato's cave and mistake the shadows around us for reality when, in fact, they

have been put there to keep us divided in our paddocks of acceptable group-think.” Dr. Mattias Desmet, a psychology professor

at Ghent University in Belgium, has put together a thesis that could explain why so many people still agree with the Wuhan

coronavirus. Desmet calls it “mass formation”, a phenomenon in which individuals distance themselves so much from reality and

from healthy relationships with each other that they end up clinging to arti>cial ideas that bring them together again, but in a

synthetic way.

By demoralizing society with a constant stream of >lth, the corrupt system successfully breaks the ties that used to bind society

together. This created a sense of loss among many, and what Desmet describes as "noating anxiety" (FFA). At just the right time,

the powers that be launched a "crisis" that gave an object to people's aimless anxiety. He gave them a newfound purpose: to

defeat a "virus" by wearing a mask, staying away from other humans, and getting "vaccinated." “If a large segment of people is

willing to follow this strategy to deal with this object of anxiety no matter what the cost, then, in a second step, people start a

collective and heroic battle with this object of anxiety and thus a new kind of social bonding emerges and with it a new kind of

'meaning-making' or purpose,” says Desmet. thomascasey.wordpress.com/2021/08/28/mass-formation-by-dr-mattias-desm..
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Gui, thanks for your reply and more info on Professor Desmet's mass formation. And a "noating anxiety" synthetically resolved

with a virus and a collective arti>cial meaning to life. It's so sad that a lot of my former "friends" have fallen into this synthetic

group think and may never become close with me again. So can I just say they were not really friends to begin with? I don't think

so. They were very good friends but were swept up into mass formation, noating anxiety, and a new synthetic group purpose in

their lives.
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Otis; countless numbers of us have lost friends and family to this covid insanity. I plan on holding onto my humanity. It's not for

sale; at any price!
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Otis, I've also experienced the frustration of one-time close friends who have drank the Kool-Aid, captured by the shadows in

Plato's Cave. Angry to a point of almost hysterics for fear of the Fraudci Pharma Fraud's. Plato's Cave put another way; A monk

sent word to his former Master announcing I am pleased to inform you I have reached Enlightenment. The Master sent a reply, a

simple note stating "fart - fart." The monk was furious. He immediately left home and traveled a very long distance to the reach

the former Master. When he found the Master, he gave him Hell - what is the meaning of this? How dare you insult me? The

master replied, How can you claim Enlightenment when two little farts sent you all the way up the Ganges to yell at me? The

humbled monk returned back to his home to return to his practice. We could only hope it would be so simple that a couple of

little farts could wake up those drowning in Fauci Fear.
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One of the biggest lies is that switching all cars to electric will save the planet. Total lie, a far larger carbon footprint is made during the

production of an electric car vs a gas one, and it takes several years for the cleaner emissions of an electric car to make up for that,

depending, of course, on the source of the electricity used for charging the car battery.    What about all of the disposable products

being thrown out? The factories that make these items produce an enormous amount of pollutants that poison our air, water and land,

not to mention the valuable resources used to make this cr*p. And on top of all that, this stuff is transported over seas, adding even

more to the "carbon footprint".

When this stuff is thrown into the trash, it is sometimes sent back overseas to other countries to deal with. Even durable items like large

appliances have ever shorter life spans, and don't even get me started on fast fashion.   What about all of the water used on lawns and

daily long showers? What about the natural resources used to build and furnish Mansions and McMansions as well as to keep them up?

How about the toxins in everyday items such as cleaners and personal care items?   The list goes on and on, but instead of dealing with

any of this, the focus is on electric cars. The lies and manipulation goes on.
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Plus, how can electric suppliers hope to keep up with the extra demand without blackouts? They want to switch over to electric

tractors, combines, how can they charge them when they are in the >elds? But of course they want to make life impossible for

the masses.
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Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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23:43 Lynn suggests "ditching the smart phone". That's not going to happen. What's more realistic is for people to customize their

phones to totally eliminate the tracking...i.e., ONLY use the phone for voice calls, texting. But that requires a cyber-savvy helper; a biz

opp for such people. I had a chain grocery store manager tell me recently that certain discounts I had signed up for needed to be

executed on a smart phone. This puzzled me as the signups done on my laptop computer showed up on the phone app. The problem

was the discounts were not being done at checkout...did this manager know what was what? Safeway chain is notorious for this

problem. Stores like LIDL, ALDI don't have that problem.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Good point CMT367, use a Snowden Smartphone. It runs on a Google-free version of Android, so all your favorite applications

are available! It is the favorite phone of NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. https://android-privacy.com/  *.No IP leaks at your

ISP: everything via TOR - Your IP address can be traced back to your front door. For that reason, all traqc on the phone is routed

through the TOR network. This ensures that your internet service provider cannot analyze your internet behaviour.  * Camera and

microphone software kill switches - Most Android phones listen in on your conversations all day long. The Snowden Smartphone

switch off your microphone and camera across the entire device when you're not using it.

 * The Snowden Smartphone comes Isolated environment for privacy-damaging apps like Whatsapp -  These apps cannot access

your phone's apps, photos, contacts, other data. In addition, you can completely disable this environment when you are not using

the apps.   * No Google login and therefore no Google telemetry - With the Snowden Smartphone you never have to log in with a

(Google) account. Google uses your login to link all your data (Google docs, Youtube, Google search etc.) together. With the

Snowden Smartphone, this is a thing of the past.  * No personal identi>er leaks (>ngerprint or IMEI) - All mobile devices and

browsers have a unique identi>er that identi>es them.

The Snowden Smartphone will never leak these identi>ers to third parties.  * No 24/7 location tracking - Using the permission

manager, you can set which application has access to your location. Obviously, Big Tech companies like Google don't have

access.   * No Corona contact tracing beacons - In the Corona time, various contact tracing applications have been rolled out on

iPhone and Android phones. This phone is completely free of that.   * No Bluetooth probs leaks, switch off your bluetooth by

default - Always having your Bluetooth on, presents a lot of privacy problems.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Good to know Pete, maybe add ons or >lters of some type can be developed to block the BS invasion of tech of more than our

privacy but of our core, our identity, our being.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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yes, "ditch the smart phone"..?? NO WAY! There are de-googled phones, totally without any touch of google....etc, one of the

options. But all of them are way underdeveloped, and if you use them after smart android phones, it's like going 10 years back in

time. Or when you don't really expect any phone calls, just turn it off. Better, take out the battery if possible. Or get on aliexpress

special wrappers like faraday Box (made from Aluminum or something else..). "Breaking Bad" series shows some of the tricks,

and also "Better Call Saul". These TV shows are like Textbooks how to protect yourself from authorities. And synching your

devices is not a good idea. Keep them separate. Sign up with Tutanota(Germany), or Runbox(Norway), or Protonmail (Germany),

Posteo(Germany). Or with other email services outside US/Canada and nazi EU. Probably South East Asia and India.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM
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I've had a rooted phone.  I paid someone to do it for me, but it's not an easy process. Not all phones can even be rooted.  I have

run Linux for 20 years or so.  I started using a VPN most of the time.  I would like a phone with the Sail>sh OS, but the last time I

checked it wasn't available in the US. Degoogling a phone is not easy. The biggest crisis we are facing is a very large portion of

the population is now completely brainwashed, and they are very hard to talk to, as their perception of reality is quite warped.

 Many tend to strongly hold onto their dogma that the vaccines are essential, and that Putin's invasion of Ukraine has no

underlying justi>cation whatsoever.

I'm no Republicon, but this new threat from the left is extremely dangerous and will eventually be deadly.  Even Steve Bannon,

Laura Ingerham and Sean Hannity along with many others are referring to the Democrats as the "democratic" party.  Democrat

and democratic are polar opposites. Please be careful not to confuse the two in your language.  It's the Democrat Party. A few

people do get it right.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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Best is to not carry a phone at all, second best to replace the Operating System. Check out https://lineageos.org/  -- it supports

many different brands: wiki.lineageos.org/devices
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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ElectionFraudInvestigator; I've only been using Linux for a couple of years; although, you can't even draw a comparison with

microshaft. There is no comparison! The Linux OS is free and most of the software/apps are free. De>nitely, everything that one

needs for daily computing, even 'autocad' and 'photoshop' comparable programs are available - for free. For anyone still using

microshaft's spy system, I highly recommend any one of many Linux distros. I mainly use Linux Mint, with the Gnome 4 desktop (I

like the graphical interface). For anyone looking for a totally secure, anonymous OS, I highly recommend Kodachi.

I've used it and you'd be hard pressed to >nd anything more secure. You can see in the background that it constantly changes

your IP address, to prevent tracking. It can be installed on a nash drive (64GB is more than enough) and run from the nash drive -

separate from your main system. I suggest that people at least have a look at it. It will be totally separate from your current OS

and won't access any of it. In other words, you can be 100% con>dent that it won't be any kind of a threat to the rest of your

system. sourceforge.net/.../linuxkodachi
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Found a less than $20 solution on Amazon, based on something Dr M said years ago. Using a faraday-based fabric enclosure

because I carry a backpack (extra weight stimulates bone growth), and damned if I want a strong signal going through my

adrenals and kidneys. The container has velcro for sort of easy access, otherwise tucked away in a pocket, the fabric effectively

breaks a portion of the signal. Need to take phone out of case! Limited tracking, limited incoming calls too. Most go to voicemail.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM
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During the First Battle of Bull Run (also known as The First Battle of Manassas) on July 21, 1861, when the Confederate Army was hard

pressed by a Union assault, Confederate General Bernard Bee shouted to his men words that will forever live in history: "There stands

Jackson like a stonewall. Rally behind the Virginians." In doing so, the Confederate commander Bee rallied his men to win the >rst major

battle of that War. And General Thomas Jonathan Jackson, perhaps the greatest and most successful of Confederate commanders,

received that name that today remains immortal: Stonewall Jackson.  Today we are engaged in an even more critical battle, the battle

for civilization. Let us rally behind the few true heroes who stand like a stonewall in this battle, in particular the great Dr. Joseph

Mercola.
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spp3369
Joined On 2/11/2021 5:47:19 PM
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My approach to living dangerously begins with learning to feed myself with increasingly higher proportions of locally sourced food.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Grow as much as you can in your yard, on the deck. >nd sources of grassfed meats, raw milk.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM
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"They’re Teaching Children To Be Nice but Stupid"... we're simply reverting to the original meaning of the word "nice," which originally

conveyed the idea of "ignorance." In my area, I still see plenty of young "nice" people; they apparently have 50 - 60 years of mask

wearing ahead of them, if their current addiction to the facial appliance is any indication.
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CMT367
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I live in north Virginia, suburb of Wash, DC. My local county health dept is in lockstep with whatever LIAR Walenski of CDC

recommends. Biden admin via Psaki and NPR radio is in lockstep also. The pharma depts of all the drug/grocery chains are in

lockstep with "free" c19 2nd vax boosters this week...more and more I feel inspired to start talking to the unmasked strangers I

encounter out in public.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, David, we have the weapons that allow us to >ght against deception. Faced with the fear carried out by the media, possible

responses can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality. To manage them, we would

have to put a head to the sensation, identify it, become aware of what happens to us in order to relativize it and calm down. We

are in the knowledge of true science. Let's work on our self-esteem, strengthening with these small habits that mental and

physical strength that we are going to need so much for when this deception that unfortunately is marked by an economic crisis

and a new world ruled by globalist elites "where many things will be different. And we must be prepared for what is yet to come.

Let us bear in mind that virtue, knowledge, love of freedom are the qualities that unleash the fatal revenge of the inquisitors and

that, when they are destroyed, they leave society in the most shameful ignorance, corruption, and submission. —David Hume
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yep.......train Dem Kids to be BootLickers..... and 5G is doing a great job of ,mentally frying your kids brains intp being a lay-down

bootlicker....easy pickin' for the Pedo Government
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Yes, David. Ignore your own health and be "nice" to the 'delusional', in order to "make them feel better"!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The impact of conditioning becomes apparent in the part about "abandon your cell phones." Good luck with that. There are people who

would sooner give up a limb or organ than cut the electronic tether. I daresay that to get people to go a half-hour without looking at their

phones could only be done at gunpoint. It's beyond addiction at this point and I don't see how you go back.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Everywhere I go, I see people walking through intersections (and everywhere else) with a mask and their eyes glued to their

"smart" phone...yup! Mine, usually sits at home and turned off, unless I know that I will have to use it when I go out. Even then; it

is off until I need to use it.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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How many times have i been hit by a grocery cart being pushed by someone on their cell? Almost run off the road by idiot on his

cell, only by being alert did i escape a wreak. Honked my horn, hit the breaks and moved onto the shoulder. People walk around

with cell glued to their ears. People play their games on them, carry laptops, etc. so can play their games, watch tv programs. My

ex friend's grandsons used to be on champion bowling team, NO MORE, they now sit all day playing games and my friend has

told me she does not want to hear from me because I dared to critize Gates, the saviour of our world!
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Great series of videos. I have an older I phone and since the commercials for 5G I often easily access the internet on my phone through

data usage rather than my Wi-Fi. I assumed from the get-go that it's due to pressuring me to get 5G. We need to keep the cash

economy. It is the one thing left that will protect our privacy and freedom The comment about the banks preventing us from paying our

mortgages is chilling. As for health care: isn't it interesting that when you really need help whether alternative cancer treatments as Zev

Zelenko has talked about or even if the sanctioned treatment cost is extensive all of a sudden you must pay out of pocket.

BUT, the medical groups can't wait to >nd chronic things wrong with you that there is a covered med for. We ought to be able to buy

anti-biotics OTC as in Mexico and some other countries. It would save so much money for all. A lot of visits are for colds that turn into

bronchitis, ear, and sinus infections. Then you have to beg for them. I believe that Drs. are taught that patients anti-biotic seek (accused

of that myself). Of course we seek them as they help with so many things, but we're not supposed to know that. Innammation for one.

People are taught that anti-biotics are dangerous along with Ivermectin, etc. but I think they help with many conditions.

I'd rather be on doxycycline than Humira. Austin-Fitts is right, we don't need a lot of the bogus health care we get. I looked at my Dr. one

visit and said I feel great, I've got 10 years left to my life span, and I'm not getting a bunch of tests so you can >nd something in my body

that merits me being put on an expensive, dangerous drug that isn't just biological software but wants to change the hardware of my

endocrine/hormonal / serotonin/dopamine systems.  Where's the obtainable info. showing the effect of all these new drugs on Covid

survivability?
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Since this all began, I upped my C,D,K,Zinc, turmeric, ginger and cinnamon. Have not had any vaccines since 2000. I have not

gotten any nu, pneumonia, even a cold. I am 81, considered high risk but remain healthy eating organic, keto and NOT taking their

drugs that do not cure, just manage the disease and also cause 4 more diseases, death.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM
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As a retired psychotherapist specializing and credentialed in Hypnotherapy I >nd this article containing knowledge that I wish everyone

was aware of. The power of psychological innuencing ( dare I say manipulation) is one of the effective strategies employed by many

psychotherapists as part of their craft. A therapist chooses his/her words very carefully. Unfortunately, it can be used unethically or

ignorantly when applied with a biased agenda. The effectiveness of this skill is subtil and much more powerful than most people are

willing to accept. A Biblical example is how Satan skillfully manipulated Eve to disobey God. Most people like to think they are in control

and can not be controlled, so they often reject the truth of how we can be innuenced.

It’s a deep and complex subject. Sometime ago Mercola told of an organization in London that specializes in how to manipulate the

public. 400 or so governments subscribe to their services, including the United States. Admitting that we can be innuenced and even

controlled by psychological strategies is not saying we do not have control ( which threatens the psyche ). The “fear of” loosing control

is what controls many people. This knowledge is very powerful. I urge the reader to appreciate this article
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badboy2
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Comparisons to George Orwell’s 1984 have abounded since governments around the world began their cruel, oppressive, and

ineffective response to COVID-19. And while some claim that the U.S. is far from the dystopian world created by Orwell, the latest

moves by the Biden administration seem as if they’ve been taken directly from the novel. Earlier this week, the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS) announced a newly created board that will focus on countering misinformation and disinformation. It’s called the

“Disinformation Governance Board (DGB),” and it’s about as Orwellian as they come.
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM
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Childhood indoctrination has always been a thing. Just different forms.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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www.youtube.com/watch  Live from Ottawa! Rolling Thunder & POUTINE! Viva Frei Live! Rally celebrating Canadian War Vets at the War

Memorial tomorrow.  Viva Frei is a great guy, well educated and from Quebec.
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dav5030
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:00:52 PM
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Speci>c intrusions are being made to allies' education systems.

mexiconewsdaily.com/news/new-education-system-will-prepare-students-to..
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM
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Back in the '90 all our local school system wanted to do with our very active, dyslexic, high IQ son was put him on drugs. My husband

and I said NO and pulled him from public school. We put him in a private school that let him help teach lower grades when he got done

with his days school work. He loved it, worked hard and he skipped 3 grade years in one year. He was just board to death in public

school and wasn't getting the help he needed for the dyslexia. He ended up taking High School physics when he was in the 5th grade.

Public School, especially in Alabama is terrible. The bad teachers want kids to set down and shut up and in AL we can't get rid of the

bad teachers. I love home schooling, when the "state" is not teaching your kids, alternative life ideas when they are kindergarten. The

President of the USA, has NO right to teach my child what I don't want them to know when they are small children.
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That's awakening.
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Didn't Gates keep his kids off tech too?
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/cue sarcasm: AAAWW, but duh Momi waised dem to be 'FaaAAAAaaaaiiiid of duh witto-bitty spider! duh tiny spot of dirt! oh doh! dey

might stub their witto toe! oh dear! oh my! /end sarcasm. From Time Immemorial, she and her eunuchs have been doing this. exact.

same. thing.
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Glad I did all of the above. I saw bad signs in the latter 80's in schools that prompted me to home school. I love the outdoors so we took

a lot of camping trips. We did not even have a puter till early 00's! Now of course we cannot do without one. Of course I/we could have

been better role models (in every way), but we do believe in church and being involved in a family of faith.  A couple months ago we

transferred all our money into a local family owned bank. Now I am going through our house purging all Disney stuff. It hurts. Some of

my favorite movies from the 90's through early 00's are Disney. Ah, well. It hurt my husband when he stopped subscribing to ESPN. But

he got over it and guess what? He does not miss it at all anymore. He got involved in raising quail and having a hobby that is so

satisfying completely replaces what you thought you could not do without before.
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Their are positive signs all around mama bear is indeed AWAKE and she is pissed. Look out in 22 and 24. Many parents still misled and

"choose" to continue to trust these criminals within what they though were trusted entities, but the tide is shifting. It's palpable!
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My comment continued- Please note that the COMMON CORE began with positive possibilities to be tailored to local standards for

implementation and teaching curricula and development, but to provide all kids with CULTURAL LITERACY (for one concept of that see

some powerful and thought provoking studies and arguments by E.D. Hirsch: from whom on CL is de>ned to wit : "Cultural literacy is a

term coined by American educator and literary critic E. D. Hirsch, referring to the ability to understand and participate nuently in a given

culture."

In other words, if a brilliant urban ghetto, Appalachian coal town or remote reservation-raised kid has no passport to understanding the

mainstream culture from which by experience since birth s/he has been excluded - how can s/he possibly compete in a purported

meritocracy? Common Corer was meant to be a way to give every child in America understanding of of our shared national history,

nuency in our major language(s), mutual understanding and respect for the richness of our diversity of navors of humankind in our

unique and marvelous nation, and an appreciation for the accomplishments and the brilliance of the suis generis >gures and people of

world history.

It was meant to allow mastery of a wide swathe of cultural masteries, tailored to each students and to the teachers and admin's

interests for in depth studies and to be be empowering and enlightening, as all education must be to be true to its goals. The idea was

that there is a shared bene>t from studying that is enhanced when there is a basic core of common knowledge that allows for critical

thinking and passion to engage kids in the joy and excitement of learning. And what a dismal failure CC turned out to be--in fact it may

have been his failure with CC that catapulted that narcissist and wanna be world dictator Bill Gates into his Frankensteinian foray into

gene science since life is short, hubris huge and people slow to change and messier to manipulate.
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That de>nisiton of Cultural literacy is from WIKI on E. D. HIRSH
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We as parents have no excuses and are fully to blame. We stick our children in these indoctrination centers known as public schools

and leave it all up to them to train and raise our children. All to worship the almighty dollar as we chase every one we can obtain. I used

to home school. It was very diqcult but just as rewarding. It can be done with a lot of sacri>ce. I could no longer continue to home

school during high school and I observed the downfall of my children and the fracturing of our family as they became indoctrinated into

a sick society. In general, we get what we pay for, we get what we wish for and we get what we deserve.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM
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As always, I am grateful for yet another precious consciousness-raising, educative, empowering, and enlightening article from

Mercola.com, a forum for freedom and incisive analysis and discussion of the socio-economic and scienti>c crisis of our epoch. I agree

with this article virtually in full. But I do have an important caveat to one of the quoted views of the author.  Quote: " The Department of

Education was created in 1979, and ever since then, they've been building up to Common Core, building in all these Marxist agendas

and pulling in critical race theory (CRT),” Lynn says."

My understanding is that it is not Common Core per se that posed a problem but rather the hijacking of the notion of so-called "best

practices" by radicals tying federal school aid and a myriad of other educational policies and funding (some from the invasive,

power-hungry democracy-manipulating oligarchs under a variety pf organizational umbrellas that sound innocuous}  to schools who

document on paper rather than actually demonstrate ( because indeed "demonstrating" truly sound and sane educational policy and

outcomes would require the antithesis of coerced compliance to such funding and bad policy micro-management mandates).

I think the EARLY Gates-funded initiative began well - though sadly what is left of it may have been aggressively co-opted since, through

revisions. This is how I see the educational crisis' etiology and its dimensions. First it started with the abuse of educational testing, in

particular the IQ tests which only measure cultural literacy , early childhood exposure to learning enhancement and some some limited

forms pf intelligence. ( One good source for understanding the invalidity and unfairness of the tests is The Mismeasure of Man by

Stephen Jay Gould who, with brilliance and clarity refutes the "biology is destiny" theory asserted as fact by early positive reductionists,

then by eugenicists and now by gene-manipulating techno-freaks.) TB cont.
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Randyfast
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As far as this article goes; it's one of the best I've ever seen. It is spot on! This is exactly what's happening, and time is getting shorter

by the day. Lynn has really done her homework. I will de>nitely be watching the videos and checking out those other articles. There are

hundreds of dots to connect. I suggest that people do their very best to connect them; or they will be blindsided by what's coming - very

soon!
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Ultron8
Joined On 3/25/2022 10:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a new kind of war, those that are a part of this have lost their humanity.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We reach a fork in the road, one is called deceptions the other truthfulness. We all have choices.  "Vaccine Skeptics are the True Critical

Thinkers. We Overcame the Most Sophisticated Forms of Manipulation"   Igor's Newsletter

 igorchudov.substack.com/p/vaccine-skeptics-are-the-true-critical?s=r&a..
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SOCIALIZATION EXPERTS USING KIDS TO DO THEIR DIRTY WORKS! When our kids play at any public playground, or when we go to a

zoo, etc... we are hit within minutes of arriving with a barrage of observers and their kids. These are not your typical families, they are

actually a special team of socialization experts, not kidding. These socialization experts program their kids to immediately target,

befriend and question our kids and not in a natural organic way, but in more of a "I have been instructed by an adult" kind of way. The

'socialization kids team' will question our kids, (Our kids who are naturally social) on their names, their parent's names, where they are

from, etc... The questioning goes on while the adults form a perimeter around us and intently observe on the interactions.

This form of socialization is not natural and is forced, which we do not approve of or accept. The 'socialization kids team' again are

forced to socialize by covert professionals who want them to question and most likely inform on the kids and their family who are being

targeted. This socialization practice/orders really stems from Europe and is happening world-wide. Most targeted families/parents will

ignore this form of targeting to avoid the crazy label, which makes the matter worse. As creepy as it is, this practice is an integral part

of the the plan to develop the type of global citizens THEY want to have help usher in their new world.
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Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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OK. I am trying to wrap my brain around that. I will think about that one. I have had experience I would describe as "net-catchers".

These actors detect to counteract independent thought and action. Especially perceived to empower people in individuality and

autonomy. They try to surround a person with people acting as a "net". Then from that group a person or persons act to try to

manipulate "handling". They try to bring in a "controller". I honestly believe it is the dysfunction of codependency that just occurs

naturally socially. And the reality that there are narcissists in the world. However, it's not always just natural social phenomenon. I

have seen it where it is literally targeted. Where these people are not acting as simple human beings being human. I've seen

literal organized efforts and people working a job doing these things. No way were they simply chance. It was organized.
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....."The bill also includes an integrated payment system and a per-mile driving fee."....... I'm not in support of any of this, which I'm sure

no one is shocked. The main reason for this "pay-by-the-mile" 5G connection is the electric cars. Without revenue from gasoline taxes

there will be a shortfall of cash to maintain the highways. I personally plan to ditch the new technology and go to something old school

for my daily transportation. I have a 2013 motorcycle I will be riding more often when and if this "5G" monitoring/control system is

activated.
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Have read that poultry with 'bird nu' when cooked is safe to eat - Does anyone have comments on this info? Health Specialists?
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Smiller23
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OK - got it. use cash only, use untraceable tech, do not comply. And then what? The noose tightens when restrictions like “no cash”

start. I lost my credit card last summer. In order to have a replacement issued, the credit card company demanded my cell phone

number and wanted it veri>ed by sending me a text code. Obviously it’s for tracking purposes, but I did not comply. What happens when

the escalating demands for the privelage of breathing are no longer skirtable?  We did not loose access to basic services like going to

the grocery store the past two years here in US, but I saw for the >rst time how swiftly and easily the “powers that be” could arti>cially

innict oh-so much pain and control on society, especially when the majority of people willingly, unquestionably complied.

The pain was real (restricted travel, barred from attending events), but the reasons for the rule-making were arti>cial. We don’t have a

shortage of nurses and doctors, we have arbitrary rule-making preventing them from working.  To say I’m scared of what comes next is

an understatement. No worries - I continue to not comply and I am prepping toward self-suqciency. The question is - will it be enough?
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Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Self suqciency is the key, but what do we do when they seize our homes? Considerinng Finding a cave in the wilderness.
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Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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At the end of 2006, having just spent 3 months in new Mexico, came home for Christmas and, needing an eyesight test at a hospital,

ignored the advice not to drive; luck intervened; at a point where I could not afford to replace it, I crashed my car. From then onward, for

the >rst time in my life beyond childhood, I have frequently had to walk if I wanted to go anywhere. That single piece of luck has

changed my life, as I am much >tter than I am sure I would have been otherwise. As such I can report that it needs to become the norm

for everyone. History here in the UK shows that villages were always within walking distance of each other; with the added advantage

that, if you wished to seek a partner in life, and avoid interbreeding, walk to an adjacent village to >nd one. So all we need to do is throw

away the car, and get walking. You will reap many bene>ts, and meet people from many different communities in the process. Oh! I

threw away my mobile phone too. :)
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Catherine Austin Fitts said change banks - what banks in the UK do we change to? Are most of the UK banks in cahoots with the

central banks? Not that I have much in the bank probably just enough to bury me.
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So if we move our money out of our bank where do we move it to, are credit unions better?
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Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM
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Yesterday I received this link. The info is a very interesting link to covid. rumble.com/v10md2r-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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www.666ismoney.com/HolocaustAds.html
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brianallen1
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Do a search on population statistics of Jewish people in Europe during ww2. They did not decrease. They increased!
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BrianAllen..........yep.......now we know we were LIED TO .....tainted books and all we know is what we were TOLD to know......
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Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM
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Obviously, we are replacing God, the programming he designed in our genes, and God's word implemented by God, with man's

re-interpretation of that design being implemented by governmental powers. Sure to fail and reduce our lives to something resembling

what is done in China or Russia where all control comes from government and its elites. In those countries, Government is their God

and deviation in speech from that results in punishment from government. The longer we go down this road, the more costly in lives it

will take in any attempt to somewhat restore America to what it was.

Have to read the book of "Judges" in the Bible to see dozens of examples of God's selected people and what happens when they turn

from him. Put that on a timeline and the drift away from God happens very slowly before disaster happens and the return back to God

takes place. Today, no nation has the direct control from God and his word as they did in the book of Judges. Today, our wisdom comes

from all of us personally reading the Bible instead of a temporary judge directed by God.
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They hate God. That's why they're altering humanity's genetic code. They believe that there is a "God gene" and they want to

destroy it. We all know who "they" worship.
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Of course the NWO are a pack of Paedophiles like Trudeau ....paying off the little girl he raped for a year .......and Gates the Baby Raper

and the rest of the pack of pedos vacationing on Jeff Epstein Island..many from the Royal Families all over EU and the unknown

senators and military pedos who slide in to Epsteins Pedo Island unknown to anyone.. and the Clintons and Bushs +++++ and How

about GHWBush and his buddies with Larry King  >>>> www.ipl.org/.../Larry-Kings-Pedophile-Culture-FJBAYSER8AB   >>>>>>

www.amazon.ca/Franklin-Cover-up-Satanism-Murder-Nebraska/dp/0963215809   ???....they been after YOUR kids for decades.....and

people just walk away n shake the heads and laugh it off .....Turn Da TV.... BUT......now they have AI and 5G..and in a few months or year

or three..5G will be culling BILLIONS.....and what is anyone do do??? yeah......Turn on Da TV......Go have a beer or a joint..  gobble down

a few Pain Killers.
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Yeah......don't really matter......90% the people on earth are so brain-dead , they need to die. all ya have do do is look at all the

BootLickers with Masks and Pumped up with Jabs etc to see the world is 90% STUPID........brainwashed ....Brain-Trained into

walking masses of protoplasmic garbage .....they deserve to die....LOL
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Just in......>> www.researchbank.ac.nz/bitstream/handle/10652/5311/Kar%2c%20A.%20%2820..
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Esther M. Cook
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mrrobb, The power elites, cabal, agree with you 100% that most people deserve to die. That's why they work so hard for it. I

learned about satanic pedophilism and child murder in 1992 with The Franklin Cover-Up. I did not believe it. I talked to a

psychotherapist who treated child survivors. She said it was real. I still did not believe it. I have seen many many claims since.

Now I think it is probably all true. It is too vicious to believe easily (doesn't that count for anything that we cannot relate to it?). It

takes a long time to wake up. But ideas that were very fringe 10 years ago are commonplace now and more and more people are

facing this stuff. Be of good cheer!
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intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you

to make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali>ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have

a medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.
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